Transported by Passion

Potato Transfer Trailer

KUW

For quick and cropfriendly potato harvesting
The Potato Transfer Trailer KUW 2000 has been completely redeveloped for quick and cropfriendly
potato harvesting: With up to 30 cubic metres loading capacity and the usual robust HAWE construction,
the KUW 2000 offers an efficient and comfortable solution.

The reliable stable frame

The mounted steel container is equipped

requirements.

conveyor chain and galvanized steel

transfer into the receiving vehicle. The KUW

strips. The cross elevator is 1200 mm

is also suitable for other crops such as Carrots,

wide and allows a discharge capacity of

Onions, Beetroot, Parsnips etc.

with a rolling floor with stable

construction meets the highest

The transfer height is approx 4.1 m. the folding
of the elevator belt allows a particularly gentle

up to 120 t/h.

Specifications
Typ
Permitted gross weight (t)
Capacity (cubic metres)
Body dimensions
Length (m)
Width (m)
Overall dimensions
Length (m)
Width incl. tyres (m)
Height (m)

The adjustable roller distance on the roller
separator optimizes the cleaning of the crop. Due to the
variable angle of inclination, the cleaning performance
or the charging speed can be set individually. The rollers
are cleaned via a high-speed function.

Brakes
Running gear type
Suspension
Steering axle

The collection bunker for trash and soil offers up to
approx. 3 cubic metres volume. The bunker is emptied back in
the field hydraulically via two discharge flaps.

Attachment
K80 ball hitch
Drawbar suspension
Tyres
Standard
Unloading belt
Length (m)
Unloading rate t/h t/h
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KUW 2000
24
22 - 30
7,10
2,40
11,60
2,95
3,90
Dual-circuit air brakes
with ALB
BPW axles, tandem
24 t Running gear with hydraulic
suspension
2nd axle self-steering,
hydr. lockable
Standard equipment
Standard equipment
710/50 R 26,5
hydr. drive
4,5
120

